Dynamic network is an abstraction of networks with frequent topology changes arising from node mobility or other reasons. In this article, we first propose a dynamic network model, named (T, L)-HiNet, to extend existing dynamic network models with clusters. (T, L)-HiNet includes several properties defining the stability of cluster hierarchy in a dynamic network, including cluster head set, cluster member set and the connections among them. Based on (T, L)-HiNet, we design several hierarchical information dissemination algorithms for different scenarios of dynamics. Furthermore, we extend the (T, L)-HiNet model and corresponding algorithms in two directions, that is, stability of cluster head set and cluster size. The correctness of our algorithms is proved rigorously, and their performance is evaluated via both numerical analysis and simulations. The results show that compared with the algorithm recently proposed by Kuhn et al., our design can significantly reduce communication cost and also time cost.
Introduction
Due to node mobility and other reasons, the topology of a computer network, for example, wireless ad hoc network or a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network, may change frequently from time to time. Dynamic network is the general abstraction of such networks with formalized network models. 1, 2 Based on these models, various communication and computation problems can be addressed with formally proved correctness, 3, 4 which is basically different from practical work. 5, 6 Information dissemination is one of such problems, where the network nodes need to disseminate information throughout the network. 7, 8 It can be defined as the k-token dissemination problem, 9, 10 where each node receives an initial set of tokens drawn from some domain, such that the total number of tokens in the input to all nodes is k. The goal is for each node to collect and output all k tokens.
In dynamic network, a message is only propagated from the node to all others hop by hop, without using routing algorithm. 6 Due to unceasing change and limited connection, information dissemination in dynamic network is a challenging task. With different dynamics models, quite a number of algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have been designed for this problem. Almost all these works focus on how to propagate information fast against topology changes, and another important issue, communication cost has been largely ignored. Communication cost in distributed computation, that is, the cost to send and dynamic networks, including both network models and information dissemination algorithms. We describe our new dynamic network model (T, L)-HiNet in section ''(T, L)-HiNet: a hierarchical dynamic network model,'' including the basic system model describing the underlying environment, the cluster-based time-varying graph (CTVG) graph model to represent the hierarchical network, and the stability properties to model dynamics of the hierarchy. In section ''Hierarchical information dissemination algorithms,'' we describe our hierarchical information dissemination algorithms and prove their correctness. Two extensions to the (T, L)-HiNet model and the corresponding modifications in information dissemination algorithms are presented in section ''Extensions to (T, L)-HiNet.'' Performance evaluations via numerical analysis and simulations are reported in sections ''Performance comparison and analysis'' and ''Simulation results,'' respectively. Finally, section ''Conclusion and future work'' concludes the article with future directions.
Related work
Network model is the basis of dynamic network study. Dynamic network models are usually defined by extending graph models for general networks and the key point is how to reflect the dynamics of the network topology. Existing models define network topology changes from two different points of view, that is, edge-centric models and graph-centric models. Edgecentric models focus on the changes of edges against time, that is, edges may appear or disappear and consequently cause topology changes. Graph-centric models concern more about the overall properties in the graph level, such as connectivity, diameter.
Edge-centric models can be found in the literatures. 1, 4, 20, 21 Kempe et al. 1 proposed the temporal network (G, l), where l is a time labeling of G specifying the time at which the edge e is available. Akrida et al. 21 studied the temporal diameter of the directed random temporal graph model for the case of r = n. Clementi et al. 20 have introduced the notion of edge-Markovian dynamic graph (EMDG), which refers to stochastic edge time-dependency in evolving graphs. Leskovec et al. 4 propose an edge-centric model, which views a dynamic network as a sequence of static graphs. Avin et al. 22 consider that topology changes only occur once within every certain number of rounds.
Graph-centric models are proposed in Kuhn and colleagues. 3, 9 The notion of dynamic diameter is proposed by Kuhn and Oshman, 3 which is a bound on the time required for each node to be causally influenced by each other node. The dynamic diameter extends the concept of normal diameter of a graph with consideration of dynamic changes. Kuhn et al. 9 propose the T-interval connected model, which stipulates that for every T consecutive rounds, there exists a stable connected spanning subgraph. In our previous work, 23 we proposed (Q, S)-distance model, which is used to describe dynamic changes of information propagation time between any two nodes. Ducourthial and Wade 24 introduce a dynamic p-graphs model. The model constitutes a finite set of dynamic graphs, with the particularity that their edges allow transferring p messages.
Time-varying graph (TVG) 25 is a general dynamic network model, which integrates previous models with a unified framework. With TVG, a dynamic network is modeled as G = (V, E, T, r, z), where V and E are the vertex and edges in the topology graph, respectively, T is the lifetime of the network, r indicates whether a given edge is available, and z represents the time taken to cross an edge. Wehmuth et al. 26 propose a new unifying model for representing finite discrete TVGs, which can capture the needs of distinct dynamic networks. These two models can switch between graph-centric and edge-centric perspectives on the dynamics. All these models consider flat network architecture. To reflect cluster-based hierarchies in a dynamic network, new models are necessary.
Information dissemination was first studied in the static networks. 11 In a static graph network, k-token dissemination 13 can be completed in time O(n + k) via flooding, where n is the total number of nodes. Gossiping is a commonly used probabilistic approach to information dissemination in static environments, [27] [28] [29] [30] where each node chooses one or a few nodes at random in each round to exchange information with them. Kempe et al. 28 use gossip-style local communication to provide simple and fault-tolerant protocols. MoskAoyama and Shah 27 consider a randomized gossip mechanism for information dissemination.
Information dissemination in dynamic networks is usually realized by flooding or similar approaches, 2, 4, 12, 31, 32 which is necessary to theoretically guarantee the delivery of information to all nodes. The algorithm proposed by Clementi et al. 20 is based on the EMDG model with consideration of edge birth rate and death rate. Baumann et al. 12 proposed the k-active flooding protocol, where each node will forward information received for k times so as to speed up the propagation of information. Sarma et al. 33 introduce distributed random walk algorithms in dynamic networks. Augustine et al. 34 propose a centralized algorithm that completes gossip in O(n 3/2 ) rounds with high probability, under any oblivious adversary. Michail et al. 35 study the propagation of influence and computation in dynamic networks that are possibly disconnected at every instant. They propose a set of minimal temporal connectivity conditions, which require that another causal influence occurs within every time window of some given length.
Kuhn et al. 9 studied information dissemination from the view of network connectivity. They show that one piece of information (i.e. one token) can be disseminated with guaranteed delivery to the whole network once the underlying network is connected at any time. This has been proved to be the weakest requirement for information dissemination in dynamic networks. Kuhn et al. 9 studied k-token dissemination based on the Tinterval connectivity model. Following this conclusion in Kuhn et al., 9 one-token dissemination can be correctly completed via flooding in one-interval connected networks in n -1 rounds. They design algorithms for general case of T-interval connected networks and show that the computation can be sped up by factor T compared with one-interval connected networks. Haeupler and Karger 10 improved the work in Kuhn et al. 9 by making use of network coding to speed up the procedure of disseminating.
All the above information dissemination algorithms focus on how to guarantee the correctness of information delivery. Since real deployed dynamic networks, like mobile ad hoc networks or wireless sensor networks, are resource constrained, how to achieve information dissemination with guaranteed correctness and low cost is obviously significant. This motivates us to design communication efficient algorithms by making use of cluster-based hierarchy.
(T, L)-HiNet: a hierarchical dynamic network model (T, L)-HiNet is a new model of dynamic networks, which includes cluster hierarchy. In the following, we first describe the system model, which includes basic assumptions on the underlying network and clusters. The core part is the definition of (T, L)-HiNet, a model of the stability properties of cluster-based hierarchy. We also define a graph model CTVG, which is used in the definition of (T, L)-HiNet to represent the underlying network.
System model
We consider an ad hoc network with a set of nodes, each of which has a unique identifier. The network nodes communicate with each other via multi-hop paths. The neighborhood among network nodes is determined by the communication range of the wireless transmission. Each node is equipped with the capability of probing neighbors. The network runs in synchronized rounds and the time can be denoted by {t 0 , t 1 ,.., t i ,...}, where [t i , t i + 1 ) is one round. In every round, each node u generates a message to be delivered to all its current neighbors and its neighbors can receive the message at current round. The topology of network may change from time to time, due to node mobility or other reasons.
A cluster-based hierarchy is constructed by clustering nodes into clusters. Since the network topology changes from time, the cluster-based hierarchy will change accordingly and re-clustering is possible. The clustering procedure can be carried out by clustering algorithms, which is out of the scope of this article. We just assume the existence of such hierarchy, with following characteristics.
Each node belongs to at most one cluster at any given time but it may change its cluster from time to time. There is one and only one cluster head in each cluster and each cluster has a unique cluster identifier. For simplicity of presentation, the node ID of cluster head is used as the cluster ID in this article. The members of a cluster are neighbors of the cluster head and obviously, they know each other. Cluster heads may be connected via gateway nodes selected by clustering algorithms. Figure 1 shows an example network with cluster-based hierarchy constructed.
Definition of CTVG
Now, we define the new dynamic network model CTVG, which is the extension of TVG with clusterbased hierarchy. E 4 V 3 V 3 L, the edge matrix represents the relationship between the nodes. L stands for some property associated with edges, such as the bandwidth of a link. G: lifetime of the system. G is divided into consecutive rounds; each round presents one send/ receive time. r: E 3 G ! {0, 1}, the presence function indicating whether a given edge is available at a given time. z: E 3 G ! G, the latency function representing the time taken to cross an edge.
The above elements have been defined in the TVG model. To represent clusters, we introduce two new elements C and I. C is used to represent what status of the node in cluster and I is used to represent which cluster the node belongs to.
C: V 3 G ! {h, g, m}, the status of each node at a given time. The meaning of the status value: h indicates that the node is a cluster head; g indicates that the node is a cluster gateway node and responsible for forwarding packets between clusters; m indicates that this node is a common node, that is, a cluster member. I: V 3 G ! N, the cluster that each node belongs to at a given time. N is the ID of the cluster.
With the definition above, a dynamic network with clusters can be clearly represented by CTVG. In a dynamic network, the network topology and the cluster structure will change from time to time. Therefore, we need to model the dynamics of the cluster-based hierarchy, that is, how the hierarchy will change against time.
Definition of (T, L)-HiNet
We model the dynamics of cluster-based hierarchy in terms of how the hierarchy keeps stable. The following notions may be used in our dynamic models: 
To model the dynamics of cluster-based hierarchy, that is, the changes of clusters, we define the following stability properties. Basically, we borrow the concept of T-interval from Kuhn et al., 9 to define the stability of clusters. T-interval denotes every T consecutive rounds. T can be any number, from 1 to N. Definition 2. (T-interval stable cluster head set, T s ): We say the cluster head set is T-interval stable that
This property requires that the set of cluster head keeps unchanged during the T-interval time. Obviously, the larger the T is, the more stable the cluster head set is. Especially, an N-interval stable cluster head set can be constructed using some special cluster head nodes as in Ng et al. 18 Definition 3. (T-interval stable cluster, T c ): We say a cluster k is T-interval stable that
We say the cluster-based hierarchy is T-interval stable that the structure of hierarchy keeps unchanged in T-interval time that
Obviously, in a T-interval stable hierarchy, the cluster head set must be T-interval stable (Definition 2) and all the clusters are T-interval stable (Definition 3).
Definition 5. (T-interval cluster head connectivity, T d , and T-interval cluster head subgraph, Y):
We say a dynamic network has T-interval cluster head connectiv-
Accordingly, the subgraph Y is called T-interval cluster head subgraph.
Definition 6. (L-hop cluster head connectivity): We say that the connectivity among cluster heads is
L in fact indicates the maximum value of the shortest path between any two cluster heads that connected directly or by only gateway nodes. This is a key parameter that affects the procedure of information dissemination, as shown later in algorithm design and analysis.
L can be delicately controlled by clustering algorithms, as in weakly connected dominating set (WCDS)-based clusters. 14, 15 Interestingly, in a one-hop cluster-based network as assumed in our system, the value of L is not more than three.
The cluster-based hierarchy is with both T-interval cluster head connectivity and L-hop cluster head connectivity in the subgraph Y.
The seven definitions above describe the dynamics of a cluster-based hierarchy from different points. Figure 2 shows the relationship among the definitions by a tree structure, where a higher level definition is the combination of its children ones in the lower level.
Hierarchical information dissemination algorithms
Based on the (T, L)-HiNet model defined in the previous section, we design two algorithms for hierarchical information dissemination. The first algorithm is for the general case of (T, L)-HiNet, while the second algorithm is for (1, L)-HiNet. (1, L)-HiNet is the worst case of (T, L)-HiNet because only one-interval connectivity is guaranteed. Both the algorithms are proved to be correct with respect to token information delivery.
With the example scenario shown in Figure 3 , we briefly describe the basic procedure to help the understanding of our algorithms later. When a node u wants to disseminate the token t, it will send t to its cluster head v. Then node v sends token t to all its neighbor nodes via broadcasting. When a gateway node receives token t, it will further propagate t by sending it toward other clusters. When another cluster head w receives token t, it will broadcast the token to all neighbors as v has done. To guarantee that the token will be delivered to all nodes, each cluster head with token t will broadcast the token once in each T rounds. A cluster head can stop broadcasting t after a specific number of time intervals, which is necessary to guarantee that t will be delivered to all nodes. The number of time intervals needed will be discussed in the algorithm operations.
The algorithm for (T, L)-HiNet
Description of algorithm operations. To disseminate k tokens, the procedure is divided into M phases, each consisting of T rounds. The value of M will be discussed later. According to the role of a node, that is, member, cluster head, or gateway, different operations are executed. The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . Each node needs to maintain three sets. TA is the set of tokens ever collected; TS is set of tokens broadcast by the node in the current phase; and TR is the set of tokens received from the current cluster head. Each token is stamped with a unique id, and the id is comparable with others.
Each member node u executes the algorithm with M phases. In the beginning of each phase, node u needs to check whether its cluster head has been changed. If its cluster head is different from the one in previous phase, it needs to empty the two sets: TR and TS. Then u will execute T rounds of operations as follows.
In each round, node u will first check if any token collected have not been known by the current cluster head, that is, TA 6 ¼ TS [ TR. Then, node u sends token t to the current cluster head, where token t is with the maximum id that is unknown by cluster head. Token t will be put into TS accordingly.
Node u also needs to receive tokens from its cluster head in each round. Node u updates its token sets TA and TR by adding the token received. Then, one round ends.
The operations at cluster head and gateway nodes are the same. Like cluster members, a cluster head/ gateway node executes the algorithms with M phases, and each phase consists of T rounds. In the end of each phase, it needs to empty the set TS.
In each round, a cluster head/gateway needs to first check whether any token has not been sent to its members/neighbors by broadcasting. It will choose token t with the minimum id that has not sent in current phase. The cluster head/gateway updates the set TA by adding the token received and the set TS by adding the token sent. Then, one round ends.
Correctness proof. We now prove the correctness of our hierarchical information dissemination algorithm by showing that each node will have all the k tokens after they finish executing the algorithm. Let dist(u, v) denote the shortest path distance between u and v in the stable subgraph, 9 we can get Lemma 1. Proof. This lemma is borrowed from Kuhn et al., 9 and we omit its proof.
Lemma 2. With T-interval L-hop cluster head connectivity and T-interval stable hierarchy, for any token t known by node u at the beginning of any phase i, at least (T À k)=L b ccluster head nodes will newly learn t in the end of the phase i.
Proof. Let
N d i (u) denote the d-neighborhood of u in phase i. By Lemma 1, for any node v 2 N T Àk i (u), either v has collected t or v has k different tokens in round T. Since there are totally k tokens, all nodes in N T Àk i (u) have known token t at the end of phase i. Because the clusters are L-hop, and the cluster-based hierarchy has T-interval L-hop cluster head connectivity, at least (T À k)=L b ccluster head nodes are in the set N TÀk i (u). Therefore, at least (T À k)=L b ccluster head nodes newly learn token in phase I; unless all cluster head nodes have got t. The lemma holds.
Theorem 1.
If T ! k + aL, each node will contain k tokens after executing M ! u/a + 1 phases in Algorithm 1, where u is the upper bound number of nodes that can be cluster head, and a is a coefficient (it can be any positive integer).
Proof. By Lemma 2, for any token t known by v at the beginning of phase i, at least a cluster head nodes newly learn token t in the end of phase i. Since there are at most u cluster heads, after u/a phases, all the cluster head nodes should have collected all the k tokens. Because the cluster-based hierarchy is T-interval stable (Definition 4), any token t known by cluster head u at the beginning of any phase i will be delivered to all nodes in the same cluster at the end of phase i. Then, after u/a + 1 phases, all nodes must have collected the k tokens. The theorem holds.
Handling node failures. In the worst case, we consider node failures due to various reasons, for example, crashing due to hardware failure or exit due to mobility. Depending on the status of the failed node u, we discuss the effect of the failure of u and also possible countermeasures:
1. Node u is a common cluster member. Since the token t is collected by cluster heads in a subgraph Y, if the number of failure nodes is less than (T À k)=L b c in each phase, Algorithm 1 can complete the task. Therefore, in such a case, we need an additional assumption that the number of failure nodes in one phase is less than (T À k)=L b c .
2.
Node u is a cluster gateway node. There are two sub-cases. If u is not in the subgraph Y and the number of failure nodes is less than (T À k)=L b c in each phase, Algorithm 1 can complete the task. Otherwise, if u is a gateway node in the subgraph Y, the failure of u can be handled the same way as it was a cluster head, which is shown below. 3. Node u is a cluster head. The failure of u will affect the correctness of algorithm, because some token t may not be newly learnt in the end of the current phase in the worst case. Consequently, the algorithm cannot terminate correctly. To cope with such problem, we can add a new assumption: in every (T À k)=L b c phases, the number of failure nodes is less than (T À k)=L b c .
The algorithm for (1, L)-HiNet
As shown in the correctness proof, the algorithm presented in section ''The algorithm for (T, L)-HiNet'' can disseminate k tokens with guaranteed delivery only if
In this section, we consider environment with weaker stability in connectivity and design mechanism to disseminate k tokens correctly. The communication cost is high in this algorithm, because all the tokens are included in one packet in each round ( Figure 5 ). Same as in Algorithm 1, the procedure of disseminating k tokens is divided into R rounds and the value of R will be discussed later. Each node needs to maintain a token set TA, which is the set of tokens that the node has collected. TA is updated in each round by adding tokens newly collected.
A cluster head/gateway needs to broadcast all tokens in TA in each round. A cluster member sends all tokens in TA to its cluster head in the beginning round. Later, it simply waits for tokens from its cluster head and will not send out tokens unless its cluster head is changed. That is, if a member node changes its cluster head, it needs to send all tokens in its TA to the new cluster head. Obviously, a member node sends tokens to a cluster head only once. The correctness of the algorithm is proved as below.
Theorem 2.
With R ! n -1, at the end of the algorithm execution, each node contains the k tokens.
Proof. For a token t collected by any cluster member node u, if its cluster head c does not have t, u must be newly affiliated with the current cluster head in the current round. Then, u will send all its tokens, including t, to cluster head c.
Since the network is one-interval connected, for any token x, if x has not been known by all nodes, there will be at least one node that newly learns x in each round. Then, x will be known by all nodes in at most n -1 round. The theorem holds.
Theorem 3.
If the network has (a * L)-interval cluster head connectivity (Definition 5), each node will contain k tokens after executing R ! u/a + 1 rounds, where u is the upper bound number of nodes that can be cluster head.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. We do not provide it here.
Theorem 4.
If the network has L-interval stable hierarchy (Definition 4), each node will contain k tokens after executing R ! u * L + 1 rounds.
Since the network has L-interval stable hierarchy and L-hop cluster head connectivity, for any token x known by any cluster head node, if x has not been known by all cluster head nodes, there will be at least one cluster head node that newly learns x in per L rounds. Thus, for any token t, there will be at least one cluster head node that newly learns t in per L rounds. After u * L rounds all cluster head nodes have all the k tokens. Then, after u * L + 1 rounds, all the nodes must have collected all the k tokens. The theorem holds.
Extensions to (T, L)-HiNet
In this section, we extend the (T, L)-HiNet model in two directions. First, we consider the scenario of Ninterval stable cluster head set. From T-interval stable cluster head set to N-interval stable cluster head set
In this section, we consider the scenario of N-interval stable cluster head set, where the set of cluster nodes will not change during the information dissemination procedure. It is a special case of the T-interval stable cluster head set in Definition 2. Obviously, with such a stable cluster head set, token information can be disseminated more easily. Both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 can be modified to make use of such a stable set of cluster head to reduce dissemination cost.
The modification to Algorithm 1 is shown as Algorithm 3. Since the cluster head set will not change, a cluster member node does not need to resend its tokens after cluster switch. More precisely, all the cluster members send all tokens in their TA in the first phase. Then, in later phases, cluster members do not need to send tokens collected ( Figure 6 ).
The correctness of Algorithm 3 is proved as below.
Theorem 5. If the network has (k + a * L)-interval Lhop cluster head connectivity (Definition 7)
, each node will contain k tokens after executing n h /a + 1 phases, where n h is the number of cluster head nodes and a is a coefficient (it can be any positive integer).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. For a token t collected by any cluster member node u in the beginning of the first phase, there exists at least one cluster head that knows t in the end of the first phase. For any token t known by some cluster head v at the beginning of the phase i, there exists at least a cluster head nodes that newly learn token t in the end of phase i. Therefore, each the cluster head node contains k tokens after executing n h /a phases. Then, in the next phase, they will broadcast the tokens in the same order.
No matter how the node moves, all the nodes receive the same token in the same round in that phase. Then, each node will contain k tokens after executing n h /a + 1 phases. The theorem holds. The modification to Algorithm 2 for the scenario of N-interval stable cluster head set is similar to the modification to Algorithm 1, as shown in Algorithm 3. The cluster member nodes only need to send all tokens in their TA sets in the first phase. The correctness of such modification can be proved as below.
Theorem 6. If the network has (a * L)-interval cluster head connectivity (Definition 5), each node will contain k tokens after executing M ! n h /a + 1 rounds, where n h is the number of cluster head nodes and a is a coefficient (it can be any positive integer).
Proof. For a token t collected by any cluster member node u in the beginning of the first round, at least one cluster head knows t in the end of the first round. Since the network has (a * L)-interval cluster head connectivity for any token t known by cluster head c in the round i, there are at least a cluster heads that newly learn t in the end of the round i + a * L. Therefore, each cluster head node contains k tokens after executing n h /a round. Then, in the next round, they will broadcast the set of k tokens. No matter how nodes move, all of them will receive k tokens in that round. Then, each node will contain k tokens after executing n h /a + 1 rounds. The theorem holds.
Theorem 7.
If the network has L-interval stable hierarchy (Definition 4), each node will contain k tokens after executing M ! n h * L + 1 rounds, where n h is the number of cluster head nodes and a is a coefficient (it can be any positive integer).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.
From one-hop clustering to multi-hop clustering
In the (T, L)-HiNet model, we consider only one-hop clustering, that is, all cluster members connect to the cluster head directly. Although such clustering is much more popular and practical than multi-hop clustering, 36 the latter is more general in terms of the capacity of clustering nodes. Therefore, we extend (T, L)-HiNet to (T, L, D)-HiNet to handle multi-hop clustering, where the distance between a cluster head and its members may be multiple hops. Figure 7 . The cluster head and gateway act the same as in Algorithm 1. The operations of cluster member nodes are different. A cluster member needs to send all tokens in its TA in three cases: in the first phase, upon affiliating a new cluster, and upon getting a new neighbor node in the same cluster. In other cases, the cluster member node sends all tokens in TN rather than TA. An example scenario of Algorithm 4 is shown in Figure 8 . The correctness of the algorithm is proved as below.
Definition 9. (T-interval D-hop stable hierarchy): We say the cluster-based hierarchy is
Theorem 8. If T ! k + a * L + D, each node will contain k tokens after executing M ! u/a + 1 phases in Algorithm 4, where u is the upper bound number of nodes that can be cluster head, and a is a coefficient (it can be any positive integer). Proof. For a token t collected by any cluster member node u at the beginning of phase i, all nodes in N T Àk i (u) will get to known token t at the end of phase i. In a (T, L, D)-HiNet, the distance between u and its cluster head is at most D hops, so at least a cluster head nodes newly learn token t in the end of phase i. Since there are at most u cluster heads, after u/a phases, all the cluster head nodes should have collected all the k tokens.
Because the cluster-based hierarchy is T-interval D-hop stable hierarchy (Definition 9), any token t known by some cluster head at the beginning of any phase i will be delivered to all nodes in the same cluster at the end of phase i. Then, after u/a + 1 phases, all nodes must have collected the k tokens. The theorem holds.
Performance comparison and analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of time cost and communication cost and compare them with the algorithms proposed in Kuhn et al. 9 We choose 9 because it is also based on the dynamic model of T-interval. We consider the two scenarios of dynamics adopted in section ''Hierarchical information dissemination algorithms,'' respectively, that is, (k + a * L, L)-HiNet and (1, L)-HiNet.
The number of nodes in the network is n 0 . The upper bound number of nodes that can be cluster head is u. The average number of cluster member nodes in one round is n m . The re-affiliation count is incremented when a node gets dissociated from its cluster and becomes a member of another cluster. The average number of re-affiliations is n r . In our analysis, time cost is represented by the number of rounds, and communication cost is represented by the total number of tokens sent. The time cost of each algorithm has been calculated in the correctness proof.
The communication cost is calculated as follows. In the algorithm in Kuhn et al. 9 with (k + a * L)-interval connectivity, each node needs to broadcast in each phase. Since there are totally k tokens, each node broadcasts at most k times in one phase. Then, we can get the overall communication cost n 0 =2a d en 0 k. In our algorithms, a cluster head/gateway node needs to broadcast in each phase, but a cluster member node broadcasts only when it re-affiliates to a new cluster head. Our communication cost is ( u=a d e+ 1) (n 0 À n m )k + n m n r k. The analysis under one-interval connected model is similar (Table 1 ). The average number of cluster member nodes in one round n r
The average number of re-affiliations a cluster member conducts k
The number of tokens to be disseminated a A coefficient. It can be any positive integer new neighbor Table 2 shows the results of both time cost and communication cost under different dynamics models. The communication cost of our algorithm in (1, L)-HiNet is (n 0 À 1)(n 0 À n m )k + n r n m k, while the communication cost in Kuhn et al. 9 is (n 0 À 1)(n 0 À n m )k + (n 0 À 1)n m k. Since n r should be much less than n 0 , the communication cost of our algorithm is much less than that of Kuhn et al. 9 This is obviously the benefit of hierarchical design. To show the advantage of our design more clearly, we calculate information dissemination costs with an example network setup (in Table 3 ). The number of nodes in the network is 100. The upper bound number of nodes that can be cluster head is 30. The average number of cluster members in one round is 40. The average number of re-affiliations is set to be 3 and 10 in (T, L)-HiNet and (1, L)-HiNet, respectively. This is because in a (1, L)-HiNet, the dynamics is higher and consequently, re-affiliations should occur more times. The number of tokens is set to be eight. The values of a and L are set to be 5 and 2, respectively.
As shown in Table 3 , the communication cost of our algorithms is much less than that algorithms in Kuhn et al. 9 At the same time, the time cost of our algorithms is the same as or even smaller than that of the algorithms in Kuhn et al. 9 Although these are just results from one example setting, they still validate the advantage of our design to some extent. Now we analyze the communication cost of clustering algorithms. The most existing clustering algorithms consist of two phases: cluster formation and cluster maintenance. In cluster formation phase, each node exchanges messages to share neighborhood information. The communication cost in such phase is about 3 * n 0 . In cluster maintenance phase, the node requires to exchange messages when a cluster member node reaffiliates to a new cluster or a cluster member/gateway node becomes a new cluster head. The communication cost of the re-affiliation and the re-clustering is about 3 * n r n m and 3 * n c , respectively, where n c is the number of the nodes that participate in re-clustering a new cluster. Thus, the communication cost of clustering algorithm is about 3 * (n 0 + n r n m + n c ). In a good cluster algorithm, n c should be less than n 0 ; the communication cost of clustering algorithm is much less than that of the k-token dissemination algorithm.
Simulation results
To validate the correctness of our algorithms and measure their performance quantitatively, we simulate the proposed algorithms using ns3. Kuhn et al. 9 and Haeupler and Karger 10 are the latest papers that study k-token dissemination problem. Haeupler and Karger 10 used network coding for token dissemination, which is not considered in our paper. Thus, we simulated the token dissemination algorithm proposed in Kuhn et al. 9 for comparison purpose. Note that the simulation is to validate the correctness of our algorithms rather than engineering experiment; the simulation environment is based on the assumption of our model.
We simulate a network with totally N nodes and they are distributed in a 2000 m 3 2000 m area randomly. IEEE 802.11b protocol is used for wireless communication, with a radio range of 300 m. The maximum node speed is 100m per round. In the beginning, there are k tokens, owned by k nodes.
To clustering the nodes, we simulate the highest degree algorithm, 36 where the node with the highest degree of connectivity among neighbors is selected as a cluster head. Corresponding to our (T, L)-HiNet model, we set L = 2 in the clustering.
The performances of token dissemination algorithms are measured using two metrics for time cost and communication cost, respectively. The time cost is defined as the number of rounds used for all the nodes to collect all the k tokens. The communication cost is measured by the total number of broadcasting conducted by all the nodes. In the simulations, we vary the values of major parameters, including T, N, and k to examine different cases. The number of nodes is varied from 100 to 200. The other two parameters are set with respect to N. The value of M is equal to t=T d e, where t is the number of rounds used for all the nodes to collect all the k tokens. Since T is a key parameter for our algorithm, we first examine its effect and then compare our algorithm with the one proposed in Kuhn et al. 9 The effect of T In this part, we examine the effect of T on the performance of our algorithm. As aforementioned, to successfully disseminate k tokens, T must be not less than k. For simulating more different values of T, we consider the scenarios with few tokens, that is, k = 4. With k = 4, we simulate our algorithm under T from 4 to 25. T = 4 stands for the scenarios with minimum requirement, while T = 25 means N-interval connectivity in the scenarios. The number of nodes is set to 120 and 160. From Figures 9 and 10 , we can see that with the increase of T, both the time cost and communication cost decrease first and then keep being stable. This indicates that high stability can help reducing information dissemination cost, but the reduction becomes very minor when the network is stable enough. For the simulated cases with k = 4, such situation occurs in the range of 5-10. Comparison with the algorithm in Kuhn et al.
In this part, we simulate more cases and compare our algorithm with the one in Kuhn et al. 9 to show the benefit of our design. According to the value of k, our simulation can be divided into two parts: k = 4 and k = N. The former stands for the scenarios with few tokens and initiators, while the latter stands for the scenarios with a large number of tokens and initiators, that is, all-to-all dissemination.
Results with k = 4
The value of N is varied between 100 and 200 to show the effect of node number. The results with T = k = 4 are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . Figure 11 shows the time cost of different algorithms under varied node numbers. It is interesting to see that the time cost decreases with the increase of number of nodes. This can be explained as follows. With a fixed area, the increase of nodes will result in the increase of node density. Consequently, the average distance between nodes may be decreased. Since all dissemination operate based on hop-by-hop broadcasting, higher node density will reduce the total time to deliver the tokens. Now, let us compare the two algorithms. The results in Figure 11 show that our algorithm can deliver all tokens within fewer rounds. This is an interesting difference. The reduction is about 20% under various numbers of nodes. Intuitively, the algorithm in Kuhn et al. 9 should deliver tokens faster than ours because that algorithm let all nodes keep broadcasting. We believe that the reduction of time cost of our algorithm should come from the reduction of transmission collisions. All the nodes broadcast token messages in each round in Kuhn et al., 9 while in our algorithm only part of nodes broadcast token messages in each round. Obviously, fewer transmissions are done by our algorithm and consequently fewer collisions may occur. More collisions will cause more waiting and re-try and certainly result in more rounds to deliver tokens.
The effect of node number on communication cost is quite different from that on time cost. As shown in Figure 12 , the communication cost increases with the increase number of nodes. Compared with the algorithm in Kuhn et al., 9 our algorithm can save obviously communication, and reduction is roughly 40% under various numbers of nodes. This definitely indicates the benefit of hierarchical design.
The results with k = 4 and T = 6 are shown in Figures 13 and 14 . Same as the results with T = 4, communication cost of both algorithms increases with the increase of node number, and our algorithm can significantly reduce both communication cost and time cost. This indicates that our algorithm can outperform the algorithm in Kuhn et al. 9 with different T values.
Results with k = N
In this part, we focus on the all-to-all dissemination scenarios. Since the value of T must not be less than k, we set T = N in this part of simulations. Figure 15 shows the time cost of all-to-all dissemination under various N. With the increase of N, the time cost of both the algorithms changes but not increases or decreases obviously. This can be explained by the combination of the effect of node density and the effect of number of tokens. On one hand, a larger N results in a larger node density and consequently a smaller time cost, which has been discussed in the scenarios of k = 4. On the other hand, more tokens will trivially cost more rounds to disseminate. Combining the two effects, the time cost with k = N roughly keeps in the same level when N increases. Different from time cost, the communication cost of both algorithms increases with the increase of N, as shown in Figure 16 . This is straightforward. More tokens will certainly introduce more broadcasting at each node and more nodes will certainly increase the total number of broadcasting operations.
Comparing with the algorithm in Kuhn et al., 9 our algorithm can always reduce time cost and communication cost under various cases of N. The average reduction of time cost is about 25%, while the average reduction of communication is roughly 45%. This further confirms the benefit of hierarchical design.
Conclusion and future work
We study information dissemination in dynamic networks, with the consideration of cluster-based hierarchy to reduce communication cost. Our work includes model definition, algorithm design, correctness proof and performance analysis. Based on the notion of Tinterval connectivity proposed by Kuhn et al., 9 we define a new dynamic network model, named (T, L)-HiNet, which defines the stability of cluster-based hierarchy on top of dynamic topology. Based on (T, L)-HiNet, we design hierarchical information dissemination algorithms for different dynamics scenarios. We also extend the (T, L)-HiNet model in two different directions: from T-interval to N-interval stable cluster head, and from one-hop clustering to multi-hop clustering. With the help of clusters, information from cluster members is disseminated along connections among cluster head, and consequently, fewer packets need to be transmitted. Performance evaluations via both analysis and simulation show that compared with the algorithms designed in Kuhn et al., 9 our solution can disseminate information with much less communications cost while the time cost is similar or even smaller, and the benefit can be as much as 50%.
Much more efforts are needed to extend and improve the work that considers clusters in dynamic networks. One interesting direction is to extend other flat dynamic network models, for example, dynamic diameter, EMDG, should also be extended with clusters.
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